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new mexico political journal - after being very very weak regarding the soviet union russia cuba from the late
70s till very recently it has become suddenly extremely fashionable for democrat party leaders to effect very
serious concerns about russia strong men dictators and the like, donald trump s fascist politics and the
language of - in the age of trump self reflection is a liability reason and informed judgment are increasingly
viewed as archaic and outdated trump both embodies and models an age in which power and, how to talk to
someone who wants to put you in a gulag - it can be done despite today s discourse of guillotine references
and helicopter memes, forget the wall trump is the national security crisis - trump s speech filled with lies
about the danger of central american migrants and threats to let a national security crisis he created continue
unless democrats bow to his ever changing will, middle east news the jerusalem post - middle east latest
news breaking news on isis the iranian threat palestinians israeli cooperation with arab states and more, the
great republic presidents and states of the united states - the great republic presidents and states of the
united states of america and comments on american history taking everything together then i declare that our
city is the school or education of greece t s hell dos pa deusis and i declare that in my opinion each single one of
our citizens in all the manifold aspects of life is able to show himself the rightful lord and owner of, 100 people
who are screwing up america wikipedia - 100 people who are screwing up america and al franken is 37 is a
non fiction book by bernard goldberg that was published in 2005 the book s central idea is to name and blame a
long list of specific individuals for making the united states a far more selfish vulgar and cynical place, death
threats against bush at protests ignored for years - threats against bush at public protests a protester with a
sign saying kill bush and advocating that the white house be bombed at the march 18 2007 anti war rally in san
francisco, the morning jolt national review - representative ilhan omar d minn participates in a gun violence
prevention roundtable with former representative gabby giffords in minneapolis minn october 26 2018, dia book
club violence in african elections between big - mimmi s derberg kovacs and jesper bjarnesen present the
key findings from their new edited volume violence in african elections between big man politics and, anti
american americans friesian school - anti american americans i think i see another motive in the french writers
who in 1914 adopted the attitude of m romain rolland the fear that they would fall into national partiality if they
admitted that their nation was in the right, the death of neoliberalism and the crisis in western - the western
financial crisis of 2007 8 was the worst since 1931 yet its immediate repercussions were surprisingly modest the
crisis challenged the foundation stones of the long dominant neoliberal ideology but it seemed to emerge largely
unscathed, john mearsheimer and stephen walt the israel lobby the - letters vol 28 no 7 6 april 2006 john
mearsheimer and stephen walt s piece lrb 23 march boils down to a simple argument despite copious
circumstantial detail and politically correct evasiveness the israel lobby spearheaded by aipac is a coterie of jews
neo conservatives and christian zionists that dominates us foreign policy, the president and the publisher the
new york times - transcript the president and the publisher hosted by michael barbaro produced by theo
balcomb and rachel quester and edited by lisa tobin during an interview in the oval office the publisher, how to
buy an election real jew news - 69 comments brother nathanael october 29 2018 6 31 pm text text text how to
buy an election how many billionaires does it take to buy a government just three says kevin mccarthy the house
majority leader, booman tribune a progressive community - in the cover story of the november december
2017 issue of the washington monthly executive editor gilad edelman chronicled how anti monopoly politics
including revived antitrust enforcement had seemed to go from fringe argument to a pillar of the democrats
economic plan at least rhetorically overnight it turned out that years of earnest washington monthly articles on
the, blog larry nichols clinton whistleblower plans to - larry is now live on his official youtube channel daily
mon and wed to fridays at 12pm pst 2pm cst 3pm est tuesdays are later at 1pm pst 3pm cst 4pm est, articles by
jeff jacoby - good policy bad policymaking and the 2020 census fight voter id laws aren t worth fighting over the
republican president who alienated republicans, saul m montes bradley ii author lecturer columnist - latin
ballat hezballat in latin america the tentacles of jihad extend further than most people realize contrary to the shrill
chorus that sees the phenomenon as purely islamic in nature the islamic national socialists have allies in
christian lands that find in their common political ideology a basis for a mutually profitable alliance, treason is

the reason for the season the mueller - continue your discussion here and then there s this congresswoman
jackie speier d san mateo told kqed newsroom on friday that she believes republicans are trying to shut down the
house intelligence committee s probe into alleged russian interference in the 2016 elections, port manteaux
word maker onelook dictionary search - port manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or
two enter a word or two above and you ll get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming together words
that are conceptually related to your inputs for example enter giraffe and you ll get back words like gazellephant
and gorilldebeest, anti gun companies and organizations national gun news - god guts and guns made us all
free and keep us free today according to the latest cdc study 01 of guns are involved in any murder most all are
in the hands of convicted felons and criminals who ignore any gun laws, religion and suicide terrorism
common sense atheism - i m blogging my way through the book that launched the new atheist movement sam
harris the end of faith religion terror and the future of reason please read the introduction to this series before
you read this post harris opens the, the kek wars part one aristocracy and its discontents - past
commentaries on bill shakespeare come from many and various corners of thought and privilege one that has
stuck with me is that when bill s plays were performed live the audience was from among the peasants who in
turn cheered enthusiastically
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